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Abstract

A novel confidence-based parallel multiple expert decision combination
framework is introduced. The traditional approaches to parallel multiple
source decision fusion either take no account of the confidence of each deci-
sion by each participating expert in the combined framework or only exploit
the confidences associated with each decision. But it is entirely possible
to incorporate more additionala priori information in the form of various
confidence indices that can be estimated from the performances of various
participating experts. The confidence-based parallel multiple expert decision
combination framework proposed here addresses this shortcoming. Very en-
couraging results have been obtained by implementing this proposed frame-
work in combining decisions of multiple experts applied to the problem of
handwritten and machine printed character recognition.

1 Introduction

In image classification, there are numerous ways to combine the decisions supplied in
parallel by multiple experts. The various rules proposed for this depend on the amount of
information that is available from the individual experts. Different types of information
can be efficiently used in forming different approaches to different types of classifier
combination as suggested by Xuet al.[23]. If only labels are available, then a majority
voting scheme can be implemented[11, 9]. Efforts have also been made to calculate some
type of label ranking in order to select the most likely decision[10, 3]. Some experts
supply continuous values relating to thea posterioriprobabilities. In these cases, several
generalised combination schemes can be adopted which try to select the likeliest class by
averaging or by performing linear combinations of these values[23]. All these strategies
implicitly assume a parallel combination of multiple experts, where these experts may or
may not be mutually independent.
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2 Traditional Approaches to Parallel Decision Fusion:
The Shortcomings

Traditional approaches to parallel decision combination have always suffered from one
main shortcoming, since in most cases, these approaches depend upon the voting of the
participating experts in some form or other. Some of the most commonly employed ap-
proaches are the Majority Voting Scheme[15], the Max Rule[12], the Median Rule[14]
and the Min Rule[13]. In the Majority Voting Scheme, the votes cast by each expert are
pooled and the class hypothesis voted by the majority is selected. In this case, there is
no reflection of the confidences of each decision in the final combined decision, which
often leads to the wrong classification (see, for example, [16]). The other rules men-
tioned above do take note of the confidences of each decision, but base the final decision
on the relative values of the confidences attached to individual decisions. So ultimately,
the decision combination is based on evaluating the confidences in recognising individ-
ual patterns, but this still does not include information about the strengths of individual
experts in classifying various classes or any other special considerations.

It is entirely possible to evaluate other confidence indices extracted from the partici-
pating experts beside the confidence index associated with each decision and incorporate
them in the decision combination process[19, 20]. Traditional approaches to decision
combination fail to include these diverse sources of discriminating information while
trying to arrive at a consensus. The parallel multiple expert framework proposed here
addresses this deficiency and attempts to incorporate usefula priori information in the
decision making process in designing a more robust decision combination scheme.

3 A Theoretical Framework for Confidence-based
Decision Fusion

If there aren independent experts having the same probabilityp of being correct, then the
probability of a consensus decision being correct, denoted byPCon(n) can be computed
using the binomial distribution as:

PCon(n) =

nX
m=k

�
n
m

�
pm(1� p)n�m (1)

wherek can be defined as:

k =

�
n
2
+ 1 If n is even,

n+1
2

if n is odd.
(2)

This derivation is attributed to Condorcet[4], who first emphasised the fact that de-
cisions of a group of experts are superior to that of the individual experts, provided the
individuals have reasonable competence. Detailed investigations have been carried out
to analyse this majority voting scenario[18, 8], but in general the problem is simplified
by assuming that the number of experts is odd, each expert has the same probability of
selecting the correct candidate and that individual decisions are independent. Assuming
PConcorrect andPConincorrect are the probability that the consensus is correct and wrong
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respectively, it is straightforward to state thatPConcorrect + PConincorrect = 1. Unfor-
tunately, this framework does not take into account of the scenario when a reject option
is allowed, which is a very important consideration when this scheme is applied to cases
where the number of experts is small, since nowPConcorrect + PConincorrect � 1.

This analysis demonstrates the scenario of combining multiple experts when the prob-
ability of success of the various experts participating in a decision combination scheme
are identical. In practice, however, the scenario is far from ideal. The participating ex-
perts have their own performance indices, creating a scenario where theoretical modelling
becomes very difficult. The traditional approach to decision combination attempts to ad-
dress this problem by assigning due emphasis to the probability of success (confidence of
a classification) of each expert for each pattern (sample). Although this approach rectifies
the problem to some extent, it falls far short of a complete solution.

The proposed parallel classifier combination scheme advocates an approach based on
incorporating more confidence indices (probability measures), providing more informa-
tion about the diverse performance criteria of the participating experts than is made by
traditional approaches. It is obvious that each expert cooperating in the framework needs
to be able to generate an absolute class index from the sample pattern passed on to it.
There are three additional sources of information that any decision is associated with, as
follows:

� The sample Confidence Index(�): This is associated with the pattern currently be-
ing evaluated, and demonstrates the confidence of an expert in assigning a particular
class label to a particular sample.

� The Class Confidence Index(�): This is associated with a class for a particular
expert, and denotes thea priori confidence of an expert in correctly classifying
samples coming from a particular class, and

� The overall confidence Index(): This is associated with a particular expert, and
denotes the overalla priori confidence of an expert in classifying all the samples
from all the classes for a particular task domain.

Obviously the extent to which these additional sources of information are utilised
depends on the experts employed at that particular point of the decision hierarchy. An
information packet can be defined asIP (�ijk ; �ij ; i), where�ijk is the sample confi-
dence index assigned by theith expert to thekth sample coming from thejth class,�ij
is the confidence of theith expert in correctly classifying thejth class andi is the over-
all confidence index of theith expert. This information packetIP (�ijk ; �ij ; i) and the
decision processd(X; IPi) employed by theith expert, whereX is the current pattern,
characterise the performance at that particular point. Assuming:

!(X) the original class associated with the current patternX ,
Pei the probability that!(X) does not contain the true class,

i.e.Pei = P [!(X) 6= X ],
Pci the probability that!(X) contains the true class,

i.e.Pci = P [!(X) = X ],

then the overall error probabilityPeT of the combined parallel network depends on
the following criteria:
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� When the class index associated with highest confidence is wrong, provided the
next nearest confidence index is lower than the highest index by more than the
threshold value ( c). The error probabilityPe(a) in this case can be expressed as:

Pe(a) = P [(d(X;Pi) 6= X)=(�max � �max�1 �  c)] (3)

� When more than one sample confidence index is within the range of the thresh-
old value, and the corresponding class index having the highest value is wrong,
provided the next nearest sample confidence index is lower than the highest class
confidence index by more than the threshold value (�c). The error probabilityPe(b)
in this case can be expressed as:

Pe(b) = P [(d(X;Pi) 6= X)=((�max � �max�1 �  c)(�max � �max�1 � �c))]
(4)

� When more than one sample confidence index is within the range of the threshold
value, more than one class confidence index is within the range of the threshold
value, and the corresponding overall confidence index having the highest value is
wrong, provided the next nearest overall confidence index is lower than the highest
overall confidence index by more than the threshold value (�c). The error probabil-
ity Pe(c) in this case can be expressed as:

Pe(c) = P [(d(X;Pi) 6= X)=((�max � �max�1 �  c)(�max � �max�1 � �c)

(max � max�1 � �c))] (5)

The overall error probability of the proposed parallel combination, therefore, can be
expressed as:

PeT = Pe(a) + Pe(b) + Pe(c) (6)

Accordingly the overall correct classification probabilityPcT of then-expert parallel
network is:

PcT = 1� PeT (7)

The overall behaviour of any arbitrary expert participating in the proposed parallel
hierarchy has been discussed so far, but nothing has been mentioned about the rejection
capacity of the system. When individual experts are allowed to reject a particular number
of patterns, this has an effect on the overall performance of the system. In general, as
a rejection capacity is incorporated, the error rate falls at the cost of rejections, but as
a result, the absolute recognition rate also falls. Although the purity of the recognition
enhances, on the whole fewer patterns are correctly classified. For the proposed parallel
combination approach, rejection by individual experts is an integral part of the system
design. It is interesting to analyse the behaviour of the configuration if all the experts
have rejection capability. Assuming:
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Pri the probability that theith expert rejects the current patternX ,

the overall reject probabilityPrT of the combined configuration can be expressed as:

PrT = Pr1 + Pr2 + :::+ Prn (8)

But on the other hand, the overall error probability of the configuration is now af-
fected by the rejection capability of the configuration. The overall error probability of the
configuration can now be expressed as:

PeT = (Pe1 � Pr1) + (Pe2 � Pr2) + :::+ (Pen � Prn) (9)

So this proposed framework takes the consensus decision based on a hierarchy of
confidence comparisons. Consensus about the decision is primarily based on compar-
ing sample confidences, failing which the secondary comparison is based on comparing
class confidences and finally, failing everything else, the final decision is based on overall
confidence comparison. A sample is rejected if the framework fails to find evidence to
support any of the class hypothesis in terms of the three confidence criteria.

4 Implementation and Results

In the proposed combination approach, the individual top choices of the experts are of
utmost importance, since the decision combination algorithm puts due emphasis on all the
top choices selected by the individual experts. Although extensive utilisation ofa priori
information is incorporated in the hierarchical decision making process, the confidence of
individual experts in identifying top choices is very important (see, for example, [6]).

It is also very important to clarify how the various confidence indices are evaluated.
Once trained, their performances are evaluated on a defined evaluating data set. As a
completely independent data set is required to evaluate the performance of individual
experts before an attempt is made to combine them, the test sets of the various databases
are split into two equal parts. One part is used as an evaluating dataset and the other
part is used as the test set. The confidence values associated with the behaviour of the
experts, the class confidence values and the overall confidence values are calculated at this
stage. The parallel combination of decisions can then take these classifiers and combine
their decisions in a way that ensures that there is an enhanced recognition rate and a low
error rate at the cost of rejecting a certain percentage of the input patterns. The sample
confidence values associated with the individual samples are estimated when the actual
recognition takes place during the combined recognition phase.

4.1 Selection of Individual Experts

To compare the performances of different multiple expert configurations, it is important to
have a group of primary experts which have comparable inter-expert performance indices,
but which, at the same time, use different types of features and classification criteria. The
following primary experts were chosen for this purpose.
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� Binary Weighted Scheme(BWS):This employs a technique based onn-tuplesam-
pling or memory network processing[7]. The image array is divided into a certain
number of samples, each consisting of a fixed number of pixels. Each of these
samples is connected to a memory element, which in turn computes a single valued
Boolean function.

� Frequency Weighted Scheme(FWS):This is similar to theBWS, but in this case the
memory elements calculate the relative frequencies of the sampled features, thereby
indicating the probability distribution of the group of points orn-tuples[5].

� Multi-layer Perceptron Network(MLP):This is the standard multilayer perceptron
neural net structure, employing the standard error backpropagation algorithm[22].

� Moment-based Pattern Classifiers(MPC):These statistical algorithms make use of
thenth order mathematical moments derived from the binarised patterns. Different
discriminating functions may be used to identify possible cluster formation[21].

4.2 Selecting Databases

Three databases have been chosen in all the experiments and simulations discussed here.
Two of these databases contain handwritten characters and the third consists of machine
printed characters. The first handwritten database is one compiled at the University of
Essex, UK (Database A)[17]. The second database (Database B) is compiled by the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Technology, and is popularly known as the NIST
Database[1]. The third is compiled at the University of Kent at Canterbury, UK (Database
C)[2]. This is a compilation of printed characters and was extracted from machine printed
post-codes supplied by the British Post Office. All these databases contain samples of
alpha-numeric characters (the numerals 0 to 9 and upper case letters A to Z, with no
distinction made between the characters ‘1/I’ and ‘0/O’).

4.3 Performance of Individual Experts

Table 1 presents the performance of the various individual experts on the different databases.
Results in the cases of application of these experts on the digit classes and the digit plus
upper case letter classes have been presented. The direct implication of incorporating
a rejection capability is that the confidence associated with the individual decisions are
more robust. But the price to pay for this added confidence in the top choice decisions
delivered by the individual experts is the reduction in the absolute recognition rate. This
is consistent with the scenario presented by the current parallel combination approach,
since the configuration visualised in this case incorporates very powerful rejection recov-
ery approaches. This ability of the parallel configuration in utilising the the rejections by
various individual experts cooperating in a unified framework indicates strong support for
the decision to incorporate the rejection capability in the individual experts.

4.4 Performance of Decision Combination

Since there are four experts in the individual expert pool, it is actually possible to com-
bine all four experts in parallel. Table 2 illustrates the classification performance when
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Expert Database Classes Accepted Recognised Error Rejected

C Digits 98.43 97.34 1.09 1.57
Digits + Upper Case 98.41 96.52 1.89 1.59

FWS A Digits 96.75 90.79 5.96 3.25
Digits + Upper Case 97.30 78.86 18.44 2.70

B Digits 97.35 78.76 18.59 2.65
Digits + Upper Case 94.44 71.88 22.56 5.56

C Digits 98.23 95.78 2.45 1.77
Digits + Upper Case 97.79 93.61 4.18 2.21

MPC A Digits 97.20 91.63 5.57 2.80
Digits + Upper Case 98.88 79.96 18.92 1.12

B Digits 97.62 85.78 11.84 2.38
Digits + Upper Case 95.43 72.58 22.85 4.57

C Digits 98.93 97.87 1.06 1.07
Digits + Upper Case 97.81 94.66 3.15 2.19

BWS A Digits 95.75 86.47 9.28 4.25
Digits + Upper Case 95.00 71.22 23.78 5.00

B Digits 95.50 72.31 23.19 4.50
Digits + Upper Case 96.80 65.89 30.91 3.20

C Digits 98.54 97.56 0.98 1.46
Digits + Upper Case 98.58 95.71 2.87 1.42

MLP A Digits 96.89 90.72 6.17 3.11
Digits + Upper Case 97.20 80.39 16.81 2.80

B Digits 95.13 82.31 12.82 4.87
Digits + Upper Case 97.20 71.27 25.93 2.80

Table 1: Performance of individual classifiers

Average Recognition Performance
Database Digits

Recognition Error Rejection
Traditional Proposed Traditional Proposed Traditional Proposed

C 98.71 98.89 1.29 0.98 0.00 0.13
A 93.42 94.21 6.58 5.02 0.00 0.77
B 88.84 90.57 11.16 6.98 0.00 2.45

Table 2: Performance of combination: Digit classes

combining four experts in a unified parallel framework. Results on the digit classes for
various databases have been reported. It is clearly seen from this Table that the combi-
nation of four experts has resulted in lower overall rejection rate, lower overall error rate
and consequently higher absolute recognition rate. This is due to the fact that more in-
formation regarding the class membership and recognition confidence along with much
morea priori knowledge about the behaviour of the cooperating experts are incorporated
in the decision making process. Since there are alternatives in the decision making pro-
cess, the overall rejection therefore also falls. This has resulted in a shift of the error rate
towards the rejection rate and, as a direct result, overall recognition rate has increased.
Table 3 shows the performance achieved when the same combinations of four experts are
applied to the recognition of the complete alpha-numeric datasets from the three different
databases. Similar observations to those derived from Table 2 can also be derived from
Table 3. Application of four experts in the parallel combination framework has resulted
in lower error rates, lower rejection rates and consequently higher absolute recognition
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Average Recognition Performance
Database Digits + Upper Case Classes

Recognition Error Rejection
Traditional Proposed Traditional Proposed Traditional Proposed

C 97.75 97.75 2.25 1.61 0.00 0.64
A 82.34 84.34 17.66 13.03 0.00 2.63
B 78.29 78.38 21.71 17.92 0.00 3.89

Table 3: Performance of combination: Digit plus upper case classes

rates. The important point about these observations is that these trends are not random,
rather they are consistently repeated over the various datasets.

For comparative purposes, the results of decision combination on a traditional top-
choice majority voting scheme have also been presented in Tables 2 and 3. It is clearly
seen from these results that the proposed decision combination approach can outperform
the majority voting scheme in all the cases except one, in which case the results are iden-
tical. This demonstrates the strength of the proposed framework in combining decisions
from multiple sources.

5 Conclusion

A novel confidence-based parallel multiple expert decision fusion framework has been
proposed. It has been demonstrated that such a framework takes into account additional
information about the relative strengths of the participating experts while arriving at the
combined decision, thereby making the overall decision more robust. The framework has
been tested by implementing various parallel multiple expert decision combination con-
figurations for recognising handwritten and machine printed characters and considerable
performance enhancement over the traditional majority voting scheme has been achieved.
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